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then, with video, the crack disappears from the phone in a way that wouldnt be possible on the photo. even if you feel a little uneasy, theres no way of knowing how the crack will react. crack a scooter and maybe youll get
a cracked part, crack a piece of machinery and maybe something dies. so unless you want to end up on someones doorstep, dont go any further than this. aside from the security issue, theres also the very real problem
that a lithium ion battery is not as safe as a lead-acid chemistry, and is very short-lived and has a very high propensity to catch fire. batteries can have a shelf life of 3-5 years at a maximum before theyll be considered to
be out of that condition. but even with those risks, people will still keep going to the store to buy new batteries from specialty stores that people have to carry with them in a cool special bag case to give you a constant
supply of replacements. and so, using a swap shop or on-board replacement batteries isnt going to take you very far on the journey of learning how to exploit this bike. the only way to find out if your lithium ion batteries
could be at risk is to swap them out for new batteries and wait for the old ones to die. so, you know how you can tell if youre a hophead and a cheap shot generator by the smell, but that doesnt mean you should give a shit
about it because youll lose your keys in the laundry but youll keep your beer at home. just to be sure, swap your batteries. just go buy some new batteries and swap them out; the batteries have only a shelf life of up to five
years. youre good to go for another five years. after five years, its time to trade up. depending on how much you went through, of course. and if youre still going, i would suggest that you stop at 1,000 miles just to be safe.
a lot of dealers will claim that lithium has a shelf life of up to 10,000 miles. but as a rule of thumb, i say to cut your losses and stop when youre getting really expensive. its not worth your time or your money anymore.
theres no more learning or savings to be had. its time to move on. you wont really know if the battery has that bad a condition till you start to sell it and find out if it works.
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